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 Sing Your Hearts Out  
 

 
                                      
            Members of the soprano section watch intently while NLC conductor Murray Hipkin takes them through their paces 
         
Back in March Stuart and Oliver recorded a rehearsal session, and some member 
interviews, for the North London Chorus. Excerpts from these have now been uploaded 
to the NLC’s new web site. 
 
Three cameras were actually employed to cover the rehearsal – a fixed camera aimed at 
conductor Murray Hipkin, a tripod-mounted camera to cover the choir and a hand-held 
camera for general roaming. Stuart and Oliver took turns with the tripod camera and 
hand held camera and some excellent footage was obtained which captured the essence 
of an NLC rehearsal. 

Recently Completed Work 
 
Since our last newsletter KLA has covered a Jump Training presentation at the Chartered 
Architects Hall and Southbank International School’s annual Suzuki concert at Central 
Hall, Westminster.  
 
We also recorded Jack Petchey’s “Speakout” Challenge! 2011 Grand Final at the Queen 
Elizabeth Hall, Southbank Centre. For this coverage one of our three cameras provided a 
live feed which was projected onto a screen behind the participants during the show. 
 
Meanwhile Stuart found himself editing a great deal of Formula 1 material for a leading 
law firm as part of a current court case. As Stuart is a great Formula 1 fan this was indeed 
a labour of love. 
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Training 
 
Our sister operation – Swanrose Video Training and Consultancy - has recently provided 
further training for existing clients Clifford Chance LLP and Usborne Publishing and 
gained a new client in Qualogistics Ltd for whom we will be providing further 
consultancy and facilities services. 
 
Meanwhile we continue to provide regular consultancy and training to long time client 
NorthEastSouthWest. 

Future Productions/Work 
 
We continue to provide regular facilities services for a range of our clients including 
documentary maker Mama Safari and the Queen’s Royal Irish Hussars. Meanwhile we 
also continue to undertake the usual range of facilities work for a range of clients old and 
new. 

New Purchases 
 
KLA has recently further upgraded its Adobe Production Premium Suite to the latest 
version – CS5.5. This means that we can continue to offer editing in virtually all of the 
current popular formats and training on the latest software. 

Hot News 
 
We are hoping to work with our regular client FlamencoVision on a series of interviews 
with renowned flamenco guitarist Juan Martin in the autumn. 
 

More Hot News 
 
Away from business Stuart is busy practising for a musical spot in a garden concert in 
early September. Stuart regularly performs with a trio, singing and playing the guitar 
(and occasionally saxophone), but on this occasion will be performing solo. 
 

Contact 
 
As ever we welcome visitors to our web site at:     www.klafilmvideo.co.uk 
 
or you can visit the Swanrose web site at:  www.swanrose.co.uk 
 
or our dedicated film transfer site at:   www.filmtovideo.co.uk 


